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ABSTRACT

The design and operation of a pulse compression system is discussed

=

The experiment illustrates the dispersion of a short pulse on a given fre-

quency into a longer pulse in which the frequency varies monotonically

throughout the pulse duration o The dispersed pulse is compressed by the

same filter which dispersed the short input pulse = The dispersive filter

consists of two teramic transducers and an ultrasonic dispersive delay

line o
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PREFACE

The material presented in this thesis is divided into ten sections » In

Section I the application of the pulse compression technique to chirp radar

and the advantage of the chirp radar over the simple pulsed radar are described.

The operation of a practical pulse compression system--a system with two

identical dispersive filters and an input that is easily generated--is discussed

in Section IT

,

The type of dispersive filter used is described in Section III,

The use of the proper input to the system and a description of the

electronic circuit used to produce it are considered in Section IV.

The type of transducers used^ their amplitude characteristic^ the com-

pensating network^ and mistuning are discussed in Section V.

A description of the ultrasonic dispersive delay line, the presence of

unwanted modes_, the delay characteristic, the result of mistuning, and the effect

of the group delay initiated by the transducers are discussed in Section VI.

The problem of time gating the output from the first dispersive filter

and the appropriate electronic circuit to provide the gate are considered in

Section VII

.

The problem of effecting frequency inversion of the dispersed pulse_; the

appropriite electronic circuit to effect the inversion^, and an analysis of the

ring type balanced mixer are included in Section V'lII .

The pulse of an ideal system is compared to the actual compressed pulse in

Section IX

.

A summary of the design of the pulse compression system and an indication

of the problems remaining are discussed in Section X.





I o INTRODUCTION

A simple pulsed radar is limited in range by the average power radiated

and in resolution by the pulse width. Resolution is the ability of the radar

to distinguish two separate targets. Figure la shows two targets to be

resolved by a radar; they are separated in range by a distance AR. The dif-

ference in time., At^ between the signals received from the targets is:

2R 2(R T- AR) ^ 2AR
At — — ^

- —
c c c

where^ R = distance to the first target

R 4- AR = distance to the second target

c s velocity of propagation.

The two targets are resolved by the radar when

T< 2A^

where^ T ... width of the transmitted pulse.

Figure lb illustrates the cise where the reflected pulses overlap and the

targets are not resolved, Figure Ic illustrates the condition when the time

interval between pulses -received is equal to the pulse width; Figure Id

illustrates resolution. Therefore^ a narrow transmitted pulse means good

resolution in a simple pulsed radar.

The average power radiated by the radar depends upon:

l"* the peak power radiated--peak power is lim.ited by the capability of

the transmitter;
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Figure 1. Resolution of a simple pulsed radar



2^ the shape of the output pul5e--the optinium shape for the transmitted

pulse is rectangular^ fo^ only a rectangular shape results in a peak

power radiation throughout the entire pulse duration;

3) the repetition rate;

4) the width of the transmit"! ea pulse.

Once the repetition r.^te is specified^ the power radiated can be controlled

by varying the wid*h of the transmitted pulse. A wide pulse that comprises a

large portion of the duty cycle is desired to maximize the average power

radiated^ bu+ a wide pulse results in poor resolution. Therefore, the design

of a simple pulsed radar involves a compromise between range and resolution

o

The compromise described above for the simple pulsed radar is eased when

a chirp radar is employed » In a chirp radar, the frequency of a wide trans-

mitted pulse varies monotonically through the pulse duration. After the

transmitted pulse has been reflected from the target and received^, it is passed

through the app"^opriate filter to compress it into a narrow pulse with the

same energy and therefore a larger amplitude „ This process is illustrated in

Figure 2. The chirp radar realizes;

1) a wide transmitted pulse and therefore long range capability;

2) a good resolution corresponding to the width of the compressed pulse

rather than the transmitted pulse .

The resolution of a chirp radar is illustrated in Figure 3„ The two wide pulses

received from the targets overlap and appear to destroy the resolution of the

radar„ When the pulses are passed through a dispersive filter^ the resulting

compressed pulses do not overjsiap; therefore^ the chirp r^dar is able to ''esolve

the two targets. A technique of this kind is known as pulse compression.
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In the ideal pulse compression system illustrated in Figure 4, a narrow

swept-f requency inpu*^
^-i^"^)/

is fed into a dispersive filter. The filter

disperses the narrow pulse into a wide pul^e^ ^9^'^)/ with frequency dispersion.

The dispersed pulse is fed into a second dispe-^sive filter which has a transfer

function that is the complex conjugate of the transfer function of the first

filter.

An illustration of the ideal chirp radar is shown in Figure 5o The wide

transmitted pulse with a linear frequency variation throughout the duration of

the pulse is produced by *he first dispe^'sive filter. The signal received

from the target is passed Through a second filter which compresses it into a

narrow pulse which is identical to the irpu+ of the first filter. Also_, it

is assumed that the targe^: does not change its na+ure over the duration of the

transmitted pulse because that introduces an unwanted phase distortion in the

transmitted signal of a chirp radar » The advantage of the chirp radar over

the simple pulsed radar has bee: explained^ a'^d the use of pulse compression

in the chirp radar to compress the wide transmitted pulse into a narrow pulse

has been indicated. The remainder of the +hesis is concerned with the pulse

compression technique^ and the design and operation of a pulse compression

system.
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II . OPERATION OF A PRACTICAL PITLSE COMPRESSION SYSTEM

The method for compressing the dispersed pulse described in the previous

section involves a second dispersive filter with a transfer function that is

the complex conjugate of the transfer function of the first dispersive filter

=

A network which produces the second transfer function is extremely difficult

to synthesize; therefore^ a more practical method of compressing the dispersed

pulse was desired.

Compression is obtained by inverting the frequency sense of the pulse and

then feeding it into a second dispersive filter which is identical to the first.

The output from the second filter is the compressed pulse which is desired.

However^ this method is not general; it applies only because the Fourier trans-

form of the dispersed pulse is an odd function of frequency. The dispersed

pulse^ E (f)^ is a product of an even and an odd function:

E (f) • E (f)G(f)

where^ E (f) - Fourier transform of the input signal to the first dispersive

filter

E (f) = Fourier transform of the output signal from the first dispersive

filter

G(f) -. transfer function of the dispersive filter

E (f) is the even function^ and G(f) is the odd function. When the frequency

sense is inverted^ E (f) becomes:

E^(2f - f ) -- E^ (f )G*(f)
2 o 1
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If the inverted pulse is fed into a second dispersive filter with a transfer

function^ G(f)^ the result is:

E^(f) - E(2f - f)G(f) -.z

3 o
G(f) E^(f)

where E (f) - Fourier transform of the output from the second dispersive filter,

The appropriate transfer function^ G(f)^ is defined as follows:

G(f) r Aexp Aexp j7iP(f - f )^ o

Both A and P are positive constants and f is the carrier frequency. The

instantaneous delay_, t^ is defined by :

1 d4^ 1
: ^- ^ -^ - —: 27iP(f - f ) :. P(f - f )

d 277 df 277 o o

The delay characteristic is shown in Figure 6o

An interesting property of the ideal pulse compression system is the

Fourier transform relationship between the envelope of the input and output

pulses from the dispersive filtero If the input to the dispersive filter

contains a swept-f requency^ then the transform relationship is theoretically

exact; but if the filter is fed with a pulse on a given frequency^ there is

an approximate relationship.



E (f ) ^^^ G(f )E (f)
^ J.

11

E^Cf) =^ A
I

e (r)exp < 27Tj (f - f)^ + kTV2 i- (f - f )^/2k
o o

dT

A
I

e (T)exp < (j7T/k) (f - f ) - k/T
o

=1.

e(t) = A

-co

,00 _oo

_00 '-^ -00

e (T)exp <( 27Ijft f 71 j/k (f - f ) - kT
I > dfdT

A \/kjexp 27rj f t - kt /2 j e (T)exp 271 jkr dT

The integral in the .last equation is the Fourier transform of e (t); therefore^

the Fourier transform functional relationship between input and output envelopes

of the dispersive filter Is established for a swept-f requency input.

In the introduction^ it was indicated that a rectangular transmitted pulse

is desired to maximize the average power radiated. Therefore_; the input to the

first dispersive filter should have a sin(Kt)/Kt envelope with a swept-f requency

of the proper sense to obtain a rectangular^ swept-f requency^ dispersed output

pulse from the first dispersive filter. The rectangular pulse is transmitted,

reflected^ and received. The frequency sense is reversed and the resulting

pulse is passed through an identical filter and compressed. The fact that the

compressed pulse is identical to the input to the first filter in the ideal

system is illustrated in Figure 7.

If a pulse compression system is to operate as the ideal system described

above_, a linear delay as a function of frequency and a constant amplitude over

the frequency range of interest are two essential requirements of the dispersive
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tdt

Figure 6, Ideal delay characteristic
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Figure 7o The operation of an ideal pulse compression system
using identical dispersive filters
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filters. If the magnitude of the transfer function^, G(f) ^ is not constant

over the frequency range of interest^ the Fourier transform relationship

between the input and output envelopes of the dispersive filter does not

apply o Also^ the transform relationship does not apply if the delay is not

a linear function of frequency. In a pulse compression system where the dis-

persive filters have "a delay that does not vary linearly with frequency^ the

compressed pulse is not as narrow as the input pulse to the first dispersive

filter.

A swept-f requency^ rectangular output from the first dispersive filter

is desired for transmitting^ but a swept-f requency input with a sin(Kt)/Kt

envelope needed to produce it is not available. If a swept-f requency pulse

was available^ there would be no need for the dispersive filter; also^ the

sin(Kt)/Kt envelope is extremely difficult to generate. Neglecting the swept-

f requency causes the output envelope from the first dispersive filter to be

approximately equal to the Fourier transform of the input envelope . However^

the approximation is good if the dispersion factor^ D_, (Klauder et al.^ 1960)

is fifty or greater^ Figure 8.

D = A T A F

where^ AT - the change in delay

AP = the change in frequency

Since the sin(Kt)/Kt envelope is too difficult to generate^ a new input

envelope that has a nearly flat portion in its Fourier transform is desired.

The first dispersive filter now has a new input which has a constant-

frequency carrier rather than a swept-f requency . Also, the envelope is easily
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generated^ but the Fourier transform of the envelope must be of the same form

that was described in the previous paragraph « Consequently^ the output from

the first dispersive filter will differ from the corresponding output i~ the

ideal pulse compression system. However^^ the dispersed pulse is expected to

have a time interval for which the amplitude of the envelope is nearly constant

and the waveform, contains a different instantaneous frequency at each time

.

Therefore^ over a desired range of instantaneous frequencies^ the amplitude

of the envelope is constant . The frequency sense of this dispersed pulse is

reversed and the resulting output is passed through the appropriate time gate

which samples only the flat portion. The result is a swept-f requency pulse

which is nearly rectangular^ but it is produced by an input on a given fre-

quency which is easily generated » If the dispersed output pulse has an ^.

amplitude that varies appreciably as a function of time_^ it may be clipped so

as to make it rectangular. In this case^ the clipped waveform must be passed

through an appropriate filter to eliminate the unwanted harmonics produced by

the clipping. The swept-f requency^, rectangular pulse is fed into a second

dispersive filter; the result is a compressed pulse with a -s-in(Kt)/Kt envelope

from the second filter, A pulse compression system using two identical dis-

persive filters and a rectangular input on a given frequency that is easily

generated is illustrated in Figure 9. A rectangular input envelope is used in

this illustration. The fact that a narrow rectangular envelope and a constant

carrier provide a good input to the system is discussed in detail in Section IV,

If it is desired to suppress the side lobes of the sin(Kt)/Kt output

envelope^ a weighted filter may be used, A weighted filter provides maximum

attenuated side lobes with minimum broadening of the center lobe (Kliuder et al o

,

1960), Also^ the sin(Kt)/Kt envelope may be fed into a time gate which samples
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the center lobe if the additional noise introduced by the network can be

tolerated. The following are the three main problems encountered in designing

a practical pulse compression system:

1) The magnitude of the transfer function of the dispersive filters

must be nearly constant over the frequency range of interest

.

2) The delay of the dispersive filter must be approximately a linear

function of frequency over the frequency range of interest

o

3) An input which can be generated and not just an input which is of

theoretical convenience must be chosen,,
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III. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The problem is to design^ build^ and evaluate a pulse compression systenio

The problems discussed in the previous section are common to all practical

pulse compression systems^, but the use of a particular dispersive filter intro-

duces problems that are unique to that choice. This system uses a dispersive

filter composed of;

1) two cylindrical piezoelectric ceramic transducers;

2) a solid aluminum ultrasonic dispersive delay line.

The transducers are fastened to the ends of the delay line with Duco cement.

The first transducer converts the electrical input to acoustic energy

which propagates down the aluminum rod. The aluminum rod is the dispersive

medium (Jackson_^ 1962) . The second transducer receives the acoustic energy

and converts it into an electrical output. An illustration of the preceding

process which produces the dispersed output is shown in Figure 10. The dis-

persed pulse is required to have 40 kc of frequency dispersion in a 2 msec

rectangular envelope. The frequency sense of the dispersed pulse is reversed^

then the pulse is fed into a second dispersive filter which is identical to

the first one.

The input to the system is the short pulse on a given frequency with the

rectangular envelope; therefore^ it is necessary to pass the resulting dispersed

pulse through a time gate to sample the desired flat portion of it. The length

of the delay line determines the amount of instantaneous frequency dispersion

in the dispersed pulse; consequent ly^, the proper length must be chosen to

provide 40 kc of instantaneous frequency dispersion in the 2 msec interval

required.
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The amplitude of the transfer function of the dispersive filter is

controlled principally by the transducers. As a result of this^ the transducers

are compensated to give a nearly constant amplitude over the same frequency

range that is contained in the dispersed pulse.

Since the first and second filter must be matched perfectly^ it is

advantageous to use a single dispersive filter to do the job of dispersion and

compression^ thereby guaranteeing a perfect match

o
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IV o THE INPUT TO THE SYSTEM

In Section II it was indicated that a constant carrier input must be

provided for the system; also^, it is essential that the envelope of the wave-

form be easily generated. The waveform decided upon had a rectangular envelope.

The Fourier transform of a rectangular pulse that is (l/2f ) seconds wide is:

2f
o f tV

sin
fn ^

\ 2f
o

The center lobe of this transform has a bandwidth of 4f ; therefore, a narrow,
o ^ ^

rectangular pulse results m a large frequency change in the center lobe of

the output o

A rectangular envelope 10 M-sec wide was chosen; this results in a center

lobe of the Fourier transform that contains a 200 kc bandwidth o Since a pulse

with 40 kc of frequency change is required^ only one-fifth of the center lobe

is required to give the desired dispersion. Choosing the center portion of

the center lobe results in a nearly constant amplitude in the frequency domain

over the 40 kc of frequency change of interest ,

sinf7T/2f
. ^ ,^

o sin7T/5

f7T/2f ' 7T/5
^'^'^^

o

The amplitude of the section of the Fourier transfoi-m under consideration varies

less than seven per cent. One problem may result; a narrow pulse may cause the

transducers to excite unwanted modes--the desired mode of operation and the

problem of unwanted modes is discussed in Section VI

.
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If ithe rectangular pulse required to give a Fourier transform that contains

the desired frequency change is so imarrow that it excites unwanted modeSj,

several alternate coistimuous envelopes are possible.., Two alternate envelopes

ii.d the res-jltiag Fourier transforms are illustrated in Figure 11 « Since the

10 lisec envelope employed in this experiment did mot produce any problem with

unwanted modes^ there is no further consideration of these modes in this sectdon^

The frequency of the carrier^ a problem considered in detail in the next section^

is 320 kc , Therefore^ the input to the system is a 10 (J^sec, rectangular pulse

with a center frequency of 320 kc

»

The electronic equipment used in producing this input is illustrated in

Figure 12 » fhe first device is an astable multivibrator which drives a transis-

T-or gate irora sa":uratio!E to cut-off = The transistor gate turns the oscillator

transistor on and offo Mext^ thie resulting output from the gated oscillator

is amplified^ limited, asd fed into a output stage which feeds the transducers

aT:tached to the delay line „

The electronic circuits described above are conventional and require no

further explanation with the exception of the circuit of the oscillator o The

problems wirh the gated oscillator are;

1) to force the oscillator to oscillate only during the desired 10 (Asec

interval

;

2) to keep the outpuit from the oscillator from overshooting when turned

on;

3,* ro make the oscillator turn off abruptly with no ringing

»

The Transistor gate is connected irom the base of the oscillator transistor

tc ground; this ga*e is forced into saturation or cut-off by the output from
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the monostable multivibrator. When the transistor gate is cut-off^ it allows

no current to flow from the base of the transistor to ground; therefore^ the

transistor is not properly biased and the oscillator does not operate o When

the transistor gate is forced to saturate_, the small internal impedance across

it provides the proper bias for the oscillator transistor and the oscillator

operates. The oscillator is a tuned circuit when it Is turned on. Since the

tuned circuit receives a pulse with a fast rise time^ the output has a tendency

to overshoot before coming to a constant magnitude » A limiter is used Lo clip

the overshoot o Because the oscillator is a tuned circuity it tends to ring

when turned of f = By critically damping the tuned circuity the ringing that

OQcurredwhen the oscillator was turned off was eliminated., Figure 13 illustrates

the limiting and critical damping of the input pulse.
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ORDINATE 5 volts/cm

SWEEP RATE 5 psec/cm

Figure 13. The input pulse
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V o TRANSDUCERS

The transducers used in this experiment are thick barium titanate disks;

the shape of a transducer is illustrated in Figure 14 where d is the diam.eter

and t is the thickness » Operation in a longitudinal mode is desired; a detailed

discussion of the choice of modes is contained in Section VI , There are two

undesirable features of these transducers, First_, the amplitude response from

the transducers is frequency selective; second^ the resonance^ the portion of

maximuns amplitudej is not easily translated in frequency.

The amplitude response of the transducers for a longitudinal mode when fed

with a 20 volt continuous wave source is illustrated in Figure 15. There is a

maximum magnitude at 300 kc : the response drops radically for frequencies

higher than 300 kc . At 400 kc the output is negligible^ but for frequencies

less than 300 kc the implitude response is tolerable. At 200 kc the signal

is attenuated by a factor of one hundred as compared to the output at 300 kc

.

Also^ there is a second peak at 130 kc^ but it is less than half the magnitude

of the first peak.

The value of the frequency at the peak may be changed; this can be thought

of as tuning the transducer to the desired frequency. A thinner transducer

(its thickness is the dimension marked t in Figure 14."> has a higher resonant

frequency^ and a thicker transducer has a lower frequency at resonance. When

the original transducers are replaced by transducers of twice their thickness^

the frequency of the peak is at 200 kc . Similarly^ using transducers of half

the original thickness causes the frequency of the peak to be 350 kc . There-

fore^ there is no simple inverse relation between the thickness of the transducers
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CLEVITE 4100

Figure 14. A transuucei'
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and the frequency of the peak for the first longitudinal mode o The frequency

where the most dispersion and the most linear operation are possible for the

delay line chosen is 415 kc o A c!etailed analysis of why the region around

415 kcj the inflection pointy is the desired operating region is contained in

Section VI o A peak at 415 kc is not easily obtained because extremely thin

transducers are required^ and a thick transducer is capable of more output

than a thin one o If the amplitude response for several values of thickness

are compared^ it is apparent that the original transducer with a peak amplitude

at 300 kc is the best compromise

o

The ;amplitude of the output from the transducers^ Figure 15^ varies

greatly with frequency o Since a transducer which has a constant output as a

function of frequency is desired^ the transducers must be compensated to

improve the response. An effective compensating network for these transducers

is a parallel combination of a 33K resistor and a variable inductor of approxi-

mately 900 uh o The inductor shapes the response and the resistor provides a

maximum power transfer. Figure 16 shows the amplitude response of compensated

transducers o

Alirhough the amplitude response varies much less between 270 he and 320 kc

with the compensated transducers than with the uncompensated transducers^ a

Fourier transform functional relationship between the input and output envelopes

of the dispersive filter is not expected because tha^: requires a constant

amplitude as a function of frequency

o
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VI . ULTRASONIC DISPERSIVE DELAY LI^fES

The second part of +he dispersive filter used in this experiment is the

ultrasonic dispersive delay line, A one-quarter inch diameter^, 3000 inch long^

solid aluminum line made of Alcoa 5052 aluminum was used. Aluminum has a

Poisson's ration of 0o33=

In Figure 17 the broken lines indicate some of the possible unwanted modes

that may be excited in the dispersive delay lines used for this experiment

(Mason^ 1964) • Torsional modes are not shown in the figure because it is

unlikely that a longitudinal wave transducer would generate or detect torsional

waves o The most likely unwanted responses are the first and second flexural

modes o The chance of these unwanted modes occurring is lessened by careful

mounting of the ttinsducers on the ultrasonic dispersive delay line^ and by

careful mounting of the entire dispersive filter, Also^ the second^ third^

and higher order longitudinal modes are theoretically possible_; but their

lower cut-off frequencies are so high that they are not considered. Operation

in the desired first longitudinal mode gives a nearly linear delay as a function

of frequency in the range of normalized frequencies from X = 0.5 to X 0.58.

The delay characteristic of the first longitudinal mode is illustrated in

Figure 18 where X ^^ df/V (d - diameter of the line; V - bar velocity; f :=

frequency of operation) and the normalized delay ^ V /U (1/U - specific group
o

delay) .

The normalized delay characteristic is determined by using a variable

oscillator with a sensitive frequency adjustment and a dual trace oscilloscope.

Both the waveform from the oscillator and the output from the dispersive filter
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are displayed on the oscilloscope , Then the frequency of the oscillator is

changed slightly while counting the number of periods of phase change between

the input and the output from the fil^-er. Next^ a curve of normalized group

delay (V /U) as a function of a normalized frequency_, X_, is plotted with the

aid of the relationship:

d4^ 1 d^

d "
doo

~ 27T df

where^ 4^ ~ "^t ^- phase of output wave.

For small changes in frequency;

_ 1 ojAt. 27TfN-^ _ J^
Afd 27r /Sf 277/^

1 *d N

U L AfL

V NV
o _ mo

U AfL
N

= 66.7 ^

5
where, V ^ bar velocity ~ 5.08x10 cm/sec for aluminum

o

to = angular frequency

N = number of periods

T = period

L = length of line = 3000 in.

A curve plotted in this manner is the delay characteristic of the entire

dispersive filter. The transducers affect the total delay as well as the line^

but their effect on it is very small and may be neglected here. Therefore^

the delay curve obtained is considered the normalized delay characteristic of

the ultrasonic dispersive delay line.
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There is an inflection point in the delay characteristic corresponding

to 415 kc o The del^y characteristic has a slope that increases for all fre-

quencies from zero To the ir.flectior frequency; for all frequencies greater

than the inflection frequency^ the slope decreases. When the operating

range i'^cludes the inflection pointy the maximum dispersion is realized a*^.d

the effects of non-linearity in the first filter tend to cancel in the second

filter because of the frequency inversion. If it is not possible to work at

the inflection poi*'t and extreme linearity is requi"^edj an al'^ernate position

is between X - Od and X -- 0<,2 on the normalized delay curve (corresponding

to a. frequency range between 80 and 160 kc for this line) o A problem associated

with this second position is that there is very little dispersion realized in

this region o Therefore^ a relatively long line is required to give the desired

dispersion =

Transducers that only generate the longitudinal modes and delay lines

tha'^ o'-'ly propagate them are desired. Since the transducers used also generate

unwanted flexural modes and the line allows them to propagate^ a means of

minimizing effects of these unwanted modes is desired. The delay line allows

all modes indicated in Figure 17 to propagate^ but for a certain range of

length_, between 2000 and 3200 inches in this case^ the modes interact so that

the effects of unwanted modes are minimized. The result is a delay character-

isi:ic_; Figure 18^ that is nearly identical to the theoretical one. When the

length of the ultrasonic dispersive delay line is not in the desired range^

the other modes propagated interact with the first longitudinal mode in such

a way that the delay characteristic does not approximate the theoretical one.

Consequent ly_, the delay characteristic does not approximate a linear curve as
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nearly as the theoretical curve . The delay characteristics corresponding to

several lengths of line are shown in Figure 19; it is obvious that the curve

corresponding to a length of line which is in the desired range (L -. 2500 in,)

affords the most desirable characteristic

»

A problem involving mistuning (tuning was considered in Section V) of the

transducers is possible o It is desired that the resonance of the amplitude

characteristic and the inflection point on the delay characteristic occur at

the same frequency. Sir.ce *.he region containing the inflection point is the

most nearly linear^ the result of mistuning is an operation on a portion of

the normalized delay characteristic where non-linearity is more pronounced.

Also^ the effects of non-linearity do not tend to cancel because the curve in

this new region is either concave up or concave down.

In this experiment^ the tr,iinsducers give a maximum output amplitude^

resonance^ at 300 kc when uncompensated. When they are compensated^ the

resonance flattens tolerably in the range from, 270 kc to 320 kc^ but the

inflection point of the delay characteristic occurs at 415 kc . Therefore^

the mistuning mentioned above is present in the system and results in operation

over a portion of the delay characteristic that is not linear.

After reducing the thickness of the transducers in order to raise the

frequency of the resonance and trying several lengths of line in the desired

range^ it was decided that the original transducer with a resonance at 300 kc

and the 3000 inch line are the best combi nation.

A pulse compression system that contains dispersive filters which have

a delay characteristic that is linear produces an output that is narrower than

the same type of system with dispersive filters that have a non-linear delay
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characteristi c o ^herefore^, there are two reasons why this system should have

a compressed pulse that is not as narrow as the compressed pulse expected if

the system was ideal:

1) mist,unir!,g--this positions the operating region on a non-linear portion,

of the delay characteristic;

2) the group delay caused by the transaucers--this produces a slight

non-linearity in the delay characteristic at the resonant frequency

of the transducers

o
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VII o THE DISPERSED PULSE

Using the input ^ trans ducers^ ultrasonic dispersive delay line^ and the

compensating network described previously^ the resulting output from the first

dispersive line is shown in Figure 20 „ The output is 5=5 msec wide „ The

beginning oi "^he pulse is delayed 15 msec with respect to the input pulse^

and there is a frequency dispersion presents The 2 msec portion of the pulse

that contains frequencies from 310 kc to 350 kc does not exhibit much ampli-

tude variation; therefore^ it was decided that this portion should be sampled

when the output pulse was time gated.

The electronic circuit used to drive the time gate provides a pulse

which is 2 msec wide ard delayed 18 msec with respect to the input to the

system, this electronic circuit is shown in Figure 21 o ^t consists of two

monostable multivibrators driven from the astable circuit described in

Section I¥o

The next part of the system consists of a circuit to amplify the output

signal from the firs-^ ultrasonic delay line. Using the input pulse described

above^ a 2 msec portion of the output which has 40 kc of frequency dispersion

was time gated and the pedestal was removed. Then the pulse was fed into the

appropriate network tc amplify it before effecting frequency inversion o The

circuit diagram of this network is shown in Figure 22; it consists of a simple

transistor gate connected +0 a clipping circuit which cuts down the pedestal

»

Finally^, a buffering and an amplifying stage eliminates the pedestal completely,
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ORDINATE .05 volts/cm

SWEEP RATE -5 msec/cm

Figure 20. The dispersed pulse
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VIII o FREQURNCY INVERSION

The. next pjoblem is the frequency inversion of the 2 msec pulse which was

described in the previous section; this process involves a double frequency

conversion . Since the frequencies that are in the original 2 msec pulse are

desired but wi+h the frequency sense reversed^ there are only two possible ways

of accomplishing the frequency reversal:

1) The first way is to translate up in frequency first and then translate

back down into the same frequency range.

2) The secor.d way is tc translate down in frequency first and then

translate back up into the same frequency range.

The second way is the better of the two; when the difference frequency is

desired from the mixing process^ all the unwanted signals from the mixing

process (including cross modula'^ion with the harmonics generated in the mixer)

are of a higher frequency than the desired signal o Therefore^, filtering is

simple (a low pass filter is all that Is required) and the resultant signal is

more pure than if the sum frequency was required. When the sum of the fre-

quencies is required^ a good band pass filter is necessary to filter out any

signal resulting from mixing with harmonics generated by the mixer. In the

second mixer_, the problem of requiring the sum frequency is encountered but

contamination of the pulse is m'roaucea into the system at a later time and

is less likely to appear in the same frequency range as the desired pulse.

The electronic circui* used for the frequency inversion is shown in

Figure 23; it consists of a dioce mixer followed by an m-derived low pass

filter. The filter was designed to have three poles of attenuation corresponding
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to the center frequency of the 2 msec pulse ^ 320 kc ; the frequency of the first

oscillator_, 450 kc, and the sum of the f requencies_, 770 kc « The response of

the filter is shown in Figure 24 , The oscillator is the Colpitts type shown

in Figure 25 .

Next^ the signal was amplified and fed into a ring-type balanced mixer.

After the diodes were chosen^ in order to insure the best match_j a 1 .2 K

resistor was inserted in series with each diode so that any variations in the

diodes'' characteristics were minimized by the series shearing effect illus-

trated in Figure 26 .

A balanced mixer was used because it suppresses both the signal and

harmonics generated by the oscillator. In this case^ the signal of the oscil-

lator was suppressed by 50 dbo The balanced mixer was so effective that the

only filtering needed was a simple tuned amplifier tuned to 320 kc . After

the double conver3ion_, the 2 msec signal had its frequency sense reversed^

but Its ampli+ude was no longer constant. Therefore^ the signal was put through

a llmiter before It was fed into the second line.

It was decided that a single delay line would be used rather than two

lines; in this way^ the t*o filters are identical c Therefore^ the inverted

frequency signal^ Figure 27^ was fed back into the same dispersive filter.

At this point_, a consideration of balanced mixers and their application

to the frequency inversion process is necessary. Of the three possible types

of bridge balanced mixers^ the ring type is the most efficient as it is capable

of twice as much output voltage as the shunt or series types (Hooton^ 1962),

Therefore^ only this type is considered as illustrated in Figure 28, The diodes

were matched very closely to give good carrier suppression; a method for
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ORDINATE .01 volts/cm

SWEEP RATE .2 msec/cm

Figure 27. Rectangular pulse with an

inverted frequency sense
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minimizing the effects of variation in the diodes was pointed out above „ If

the diodes are ma<"ched and the oscillator frequency is applied between the

center taps of the transformer^ none of the signal from the oscillator appears

at the output „ The reason for the suppression of the signal can be understood

by first considering wha"^ happens if the center tap of the output transformer

is negative with respect to the center tap of the input transformer. Current

will flow through the secondary of the input transformer^ then in opposite

directions from the center tap^ through the two outer diodes of the bridge

(Dl and D2
)

^ into the primary of the ou+put transformer^ and into the center

tapo It IS obvious from the above description that the signals m the two

o
halves of the center tapped side of each transformer are 180 out of phase.

The result is that the 'et voltages that are developed cancel each other and

there is no oscillator voltage coupled from the mixer. On the other half of

the cycle^ when the center tap of the secondary is positive with respect to

the primary^ diodes D3 wrd D4 conduct^ and the current flows in the opposite

o
directions in the transformers. They are still 180 out of phase and the

result Is no output. If The center tap of the transformer is slightly off^

it may be balanced by the use of a pair of small trimmer capacitors connected

across the transformer m question as indicated with dotted lines in Figure 28.

The reason this type of mixer is particularly suited for use in this system

is that it not only suppresses the oscillator signal but also suppresses any

even harmonics of it that may be generated in the mixing process. Since it is

unlikely that a simpie square law mixing process applies here^ trouble is

expected from cross modulation of higher order terms. Therefore^ the balanced

mixer eliminates many of these problems. The superiority of the balanced mixer
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was substantiated m the experimer^i" when both a simple diode mixer and a tuned

mixer were utilized in conjunctiori with an m-derived band pass filter to

accomplish the same task. The result, was an output tha^ was contaminated by

unwanted signals that were produced as a result of mixing with harmonics

generated by the mixer.
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IX o THE COMPEESSED PULSE

A typical output from the system is shown in Figure 29. As stated

previously^ the input a':^d the output from ''he pr^,ctical system are quite

dissimilar o The input is a rect a-i^gular pulse on a given frequency^ and the

output is a swept-f reque-cy pulse with a sin(Kt)/Kt envelope.

The shape of the output pulse was ccrit rolled by changing the frequency

of the oscillator in the secor^d mixer a^^a by changing the position of the

time gate so that a slightly different 2 msec region of the output from the

first line was sampled, Severn"; of these combinations are illustrated in

Figure 30, Figure 31 shows several magnified photographs of the output.

With the desired combination^ the center lobe is approximately 75 Hsec wide.

The 3 db points are 35 ucgc ap^rto The dispersion factor corresponding to

the dispersed pulse is:

0=2 msec • 40 kc ^ 80

Therefore^; the compressed pulse should have the 3 db points that are separated

by 25 Usee rather than 35 Hsec, The wider output is primarily the result of

the mistuning described previously.

The center lobe of the compressed pulse is composed of approximately 320 kc

A slight dispersion m the center lobe is expected_, but the exact amount of

dispersion m the output WaS toe small to be measured. There is some control

over the frequency of the center lobe which is exercised in the same way as

the control over the shape of the output pulse described previously.
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ORDINATE .02 volts/cm

SWEEP RATE 50 Msec/cm

Figure 29. The compressed pulse
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ORDINATE .02 volts/cm

SWEEP RATE 5 msec/cm

Figure 30. Compressed pulses illustrating
several different oscillator
settings
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SWEEP RATE = 2.5 msec/cm

SWEEP RATE = 1.0 msec/cm

SWEEP RATE = IOOysec/cm

SWEEP RATE= 50Msec/cm

ORDINATES =,02volts/cm

Figure 31. Magnified photographs of

the compressed pulses
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The magnitude of the center lobe of the compressed pulse should be J D

tiimes the magnitude of the dispersed pulse (Klauder _et_ a^.^ 1960) , Since the

dispersed pulse has a dispersio*" factor of eighty^ the compressed pulse should

be 8o95 *ime5 the magniruce of the dispe-rsed pulse o The dispersed pulse has

a magnitude of OoCO volts; the compressed pulse has a magnitude of OolOO volts

Therefore:

magnitude of the comp res sed pulse lOOmv

magnitude of the dispersed pulse 70mv

The compressed pulse is lo4 times the magnitude of the dispersed pulse; but

in a lossless system^ the compressed pulse should be 8,95 times larger than

the dispersea pulse^for a dispersion factor of eighty » This dispersive filter

has an attenuation factor of over five in tfee frequency range considered;

therefore^ the comipressed pulse should be less than one and one-half times

the height of the dispersed pulse o Consequently^ the magnitude of this com-

pressed pulse agrees with the anticipated value

o
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X. CONCLlSrON

This section ccntams ar^ overall 5UTjnary cf the pulse compression system

with the details of desig" eliminated ^ Secondly^ it indicates some of the

problems that remai"^ such as:

1) unwanted mode suppression;

2) design of a bet*er dispersive filter

c

The pulse compression system was fed with a rectangular input that has

a center frequency of 320 kc . The inpuT fed a dispersive filter composed of

two ceramic trai' sduce^s^, an aluminum^ ul+r isonic^ dispersive delay line^ and

the appropriate compensating network for the transducers » The line was coiled

and then suspended from a support with rubber bands as illustrated in Figure 32,

Next^ the output from the filter_, a dispersed pulse, was fed into the appropriate

electronic circuit that effected frequency inversion and sampled only a 2 msec

portion, Finally_, +he resulting dispersed pulse was sent through the same

dispersive filter and compressed = A photo of ^he entire experimental set-up

is shown in Figure 33 o

Refinement of this pulse compression sys^-em requires the suppression of

unwanted modes^ and the design of a dispersive filter which has a delay

characteristic that more nea'^ly approximates the ideal linear curve. Careful

mounting of the transducers to the line and of the entire filter to the

suppor-^ minimized unwanted modes. Since a translation of the peak of the

amplitude characteristic is not feasible^ mistunir.g is present in this system.

Therefore^, the only way ^o eliminate mistuning is to provide a different set

of transducers wi+h a resonance 415 kc , Some further improvements of the
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Figure 32 o The dispersive filter
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dispersive filters include reducing the attenuation of the filter and increasing

the bandwidth of the resonance. In spite of these problems^ the results of

this experiment are good „ The dispersed pulse exhibits a dispersion factor of

eighty^ and the compressed pulse is nearly as narrow as the 25 Usee pulse

expected. Thus^ this practical pulse compression system meets all the speci-

fications required.
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